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ABSTRACT

The Booster synchrotron at Brookhaven National
Laboratory has been incorporated into the accelerator chain
at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) complex.
After a successful first commissioning effort in the spring
of 1991, the Booster has been part of this year's silicon,
gold and proton physics runs. After a brief review of the
Booster design goals, and of the early commissioning, this
paper will summarize this year's activities.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Booster accepts ions from the Tandem Van de
Graaf and protons, polarized or unpolarized, from the 200
MeV Linac. It accelerates the particles, to 1.2 GeV for
protons to 300 Me V/nucleon for Gold in a ring one-quarter
the size of the AGS. The bigger machine continues the
acceleration to 30 GeV for protons and to 11 GeV/nuc for
Gold. There are three design goals for the Booster. The
first is to increase the intensity of 30 GeV protons fourfold
by reducing the space charge tune shift at injection. Four
Booster cycles are necessary to fill the AGS. The second
goal is to increase polarized proton intensity by a factor of
twenty - with the Booster acting as an accumulator for the
10 Hz Linac. The third goal is to allow the acceleration of
all Tandem-produced ions in the AGS, by engineering a
Booster beam enclosure with a vacuum low enough to allow
the survival of partially charged species. Final stripping
occurs between Booster and AGS. For heavy ions, both
machines cycle at the same rate.[l]

To achieve all of these goals in one machine
requires flexibility. The power supply for the main
magnets is required to cycle at 7.5 Hz for the high intensity
proton work; cycle at 1 Hz and ramp from one third the
proton injection field to more than twice the proton
extraction field for gold, and to hold a long, high quality
magnetic front porch for the accumulation of polarized
protons. The status of this power supply is presented
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elsewhere in these proceedings. [2] The ultrahigh vacuum
system, necessary for the heavy ion acceleration, implies in
situ bakeability to 200° C for every component. The
acceleration system, and the instrumentation have to deal
with a wide range in revolution frequency - from gold
injected at less than 100 kHz to protons extracted at l.S
MHz, and a wide range in intensity from 15 microamp gold
injection current to instantaneous proton currents of many
Amps. The rf beam control system is described elsewhere
in these proceedings. [3] The control system was matched
to the need for flexibility, allowing "instant" reconfiguring
of power supplies and timing, the "Pulse-to-Pulse
Modulation" (PPM) concept. This permits simultaneous
orthogonal commissioning.

The first round of commissioning a year ago
demonstrated that for low intensity protons the "bare"
Booster allowed acceleration to full energy. The
uncorrected equilibrium orbit was within the aperture; the
betatron tunes fell on the predicted values, and the
chromaticity displayed the predicted independence of the
main magnet ramp rate. The instrumentation and its
control were adequate to support the commissioning.

2. INITIAL 1992 COMMISSIONING SETUP

The goal for this year's commissioning, which
began in January, was simple. The Booster was to be used
for the fixed target experimental runs: 5 weeks of silicon
in March and April, some gold if possible, and 6 weeks of
protons starting in mid-May. The rigidity of the Tandem-
to-Booster (TTB) transfer line and of the Booster at
injection for both types of ions was fixed at the value
required by A u + ^ . The Tandem voltage was adjusted to
give the same rigidity for S i + 8 . This minimized the
number of magnetic setups required. A similar logic was
applied to the transfer from Boostcr-to-AGS (BTA), with
the AGS injection field set to that required for proton
transfer (at 1.2 GeV) and transfer line elements
(downstream of the stripping foil for heavy ions) set to this
rigidity. The extraction field from Booster was adjusted for
each ion species to give this rigidity after the final stripping <>Q^
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in the BTA line. Both synchrotrons were brought on
independently, with the Linac beam switching
between and directly injecting into both of them, the last
direct injection AGS will see.

The section of the transfer line from the Tandem to
Booster had been exercised in December with Si .
Injection of Tandem beam into Booster awaited a reestab-
lishment with protons of acceleration, the commissioning of
the BTA transfer line with protons, and the use of the
proton beam to probe the Booster main magnet setting at
heavy ion injection (1/3 the proton injection field). The
closed orbit errors scaled with field and betatron tunes
remained constant. The Booster Beam Position Monitoring
system was commissioned during this period, and the
injection closed orbit corrected.

3. COMMISSIONING WITH HEAVY IONS

The ion injection process is multitum stacking in
horizontal betatron space. To efficiently stack many turns
requires control of the Twiss parameters of the beam from
Tandem, of the Booster betatron tunes, and of the
equilibrium orbit at the electrostatic septum. A slow
variation of the Booster injection field by 0.2 % was initially
present, which seriously affected the reproducibility of
stacking. Closing a slow current loop on the Booster main
magnet power supply reduced variation. Adding an ever
slower "loop", using a Hall probe measurement from the
Booster reference dipole, and Main Control Room
responds, provided both quantitative information and a clue
in identifying causes for intensity fluctuations. The Booster
vacuum was everywhere less than 5 x 10"11 Torr. The
absence of large losses early in the acceleration cycle
confirmed that the final Tandem stripping step required in
earlier ion runs at AGS was no longer needed. Elimination
of that step gives a 12-fold increase in available ion current
(140 microamps of S i + 8 instead of 20 microamp:. of
Si + 1 4). To get the same number of ions in the smaller
machine more turns are needed. The lower ion velocities
in Booster compensated for about half of this. The full
pulse width from the Tandem (300 microseconds) was
stacked with 50%-70% efficiency.

The greatest challenge for ion acceleration was
related to the low ion initial velocity. For silicon the
revolution frequency must undergo an increase by an order
of magnitude to achieve a velocity compatible with the AGS
rf system. The Booster proton acceleration system, which
was the only system available, sweeps by little more than
a factor of two. It does contain two independent systems -
cavities and low level control - which allowed the
implemented possibility of handing the beam back and forth
between the two cavities, with a halving of the number of
bunches - by a merging or coalescing - each time. The
silicon was initially captured into 24 rf buckets, which were
reduced to 3 by Booster extraction time. Acceleration
efficiency was about 50%.

Following acceleration, the three bunches are kicked
into the BTA transfer line, stripped of their remaining

electrons and injected into three of the twelve rf buckets in
AGS, and onto the magnetic front porch which had been
previously setup and corrected using high intensity protons.
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Figure 1. Gold Acceleration in the Booster: A) The
Magnet Cycle, B) Beam Intensity, C) and
D) The RF Voltage on the Two Cavities.

The requirements for Booster acceleration of gold
differed from those for silicon in several ways. The
frequency span required one additional exchange between
cavities. The available intensity from Tandem was lower
by a factor of 5 because both the maximum rigidity of the
TTB transfer line and the minimum frequency of the AGS
rf require a charge state obtainable only with a second
Tandem strip. The peak Booster magnetic field is higher,
by 35% than for silicon implying higher extraction bump
and kicker settings. One subtle effect associated with the
increase is the onset of saturation in the Booster main
quadruples relative to the dipoles. In fact this effect was
expected, but forgotten while running the machine with
betatron 'unes only a tenth of a unit above the half integer.
The saturation dropped both tunes through 4.5 just before
extraction causing erratic beam loss. The problem was
easily cured, the trim supplies on the quads have plenty of
power and good control, but only after it was identified.

One final lesson from the gold commissioning came
from the foil stripping in BTA of the remaining electrons.
Silicon stripped fully with complete efficiency. For gold
significant amounts of several states were expected. A
horizontal profile monitor in the line downstream of the 2
mil copper stripping "foil" produced cleanly separated
distributions of the charge states emerging from the
process. The relative quantities of A u + 7 9 and A u + 7 8 are
nearly equal and large relative to lower charge states.
Hence the efficiency for this stripping was good, nearly
50%. The BTA line was first set up with A u + 7 9 ,
discovering and taking advantage of the profile monitor's
information. A power dip forced a retuning of the line,
and the Au 8 state was brought down. The switch was
noi discovered until acceleration and extraction from AGS
had been established. Early losses in AGS did not change
significantly; the remaining electron stayed firmlly bound in
the AGS vacuum.



4. COMMISSIONING WITH PROTONS

The final task for the running period was the
incorporation of the Booster into the proton physics
program, with the goal of attaining the pre-Booster perfor-
mance. Machine parameters were set up in preparation for
the onset of space charge effects. The betatron tunes were
moved up to 4.8. The "harmonic" closed orbit corrections,
which has been applied as static corrections adjusted for
injection were scaled by momentum and extended
throughout the cycle. Stop band corrections, for the half
integer, third integer, and coupling lines were tested using
the PPM control option on a study cycle with a long porch
(Figure 2), and then applied to the operations cycles.

The transfer line from Linac to Booster (LTB) was
adjusted to match the Linac beam into the Booster using
profile monitors in LTB and position monitors in Booster.
In both transverse and longitudinal phase space the
emphasis has been on learning how to create small beams
to which "painting" can be applied in the future.

Fundamental to the success of proton acceleration is
the clean execution of four 3 bunch transfers from the
Booster into rf buckets on the AGS magnetic front porch.
The heavy ion work had yielded satisfactory single cycle
magnetic reproducibility over the few second interval
between AGS cycles. Now reproducibility over four rapid
cycles was critical. A Booster proton acceleration cycle
lacking only a Linac beam request preceded the four beam
cycles. This allowed conditioning for magnetic elements
including the rf cavity ferrites. The extraction kickers were
not initially fired on this dummy cycle, but experience
taught us to include them.

Fixing AGS field and frequency defines the BTA
transfer "point". The proper longitudinal parameters for
the Booster bunches are achieved by a frequency and then
phase locking sequence initiated 10 ms before extraction,
with the help of an rf program produced by a "direct-
digital" synthesizer. The change in Booster magnetic field
over those 10 ms must reproduce accurately since the rf
program only references to the field at its start. It did.
The transfer occurs at full dB/dt. Profiles from a multiwire
in BTA and turn-by-turn transverse bunch position in AGS
provide diagnostics for hunting down sources of jitter.
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Figure 2. Proton Acceleration with a Study Cycle: A)
AGS and D) Booster Magnetic Field cycles,
and B) AGS and C) Booster Beam
Intensities.

The run and the commissioning are still in prog-
ress. We have accelerated 2 x 10 protons in four cycles
to extraction in the Booster and 1.2 x 10 ̂  to extraction in
AGS. Unlike the heavy ion runs, beam loss as well as
intensity is a concern because of the residual activation pro-
duced. Also the ring exteriors are newly "mined" with
radiation detectors which turn off the machines when
abnormal levels are detected. Learning to live with these
has added another dimension to the commissioning.

As to the near future, intensity will be the primary
concern. The gold intensity falls short of the desires of
experimenters. Careful work at injection, Booster
acceleration, and transfer would improve the overall
efficiency perhaps by an order of magnitude. An additional
gain would come from elimination of the final stripping in
the Tandem which requires a minor upgrade.

Next year the Booster will have available an addi-
tional pair of rf cavities which sweep from 1 Mhz to 5
MHz, complementing the present pair which sweep from
2.5 to 5 MHz. This allows additional flexibility for
acceleration strategies. Minimization of the longitudinal
phase space occupied by the heavy ion beam will be an
experimental area to explore, in preparation for developing
beams for RHIC.

For protons the minimization of space charge forces
by phase space "painting" at injection and the careful
correction of stopbands will be prime activities. Single
bunch transverse damping systems will be available in both
rings. Reducing the bunching factor by energizing an rf
cavity at the second harmonic can also be attempted.

Finally an experiment on the books to test the
effectiveness of a "partial Siberian Snake" will require
Booster accelerated polarized protons.
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